Introduction {#s1}
============

The sense of hearing depends on stereocilia, the microvilli-like mechanosensory projections at the apical surface of inner ear hair cells. A hair cell bundle consists of stereocilia rows with precisely graded heights according to the cell's location along the cochlea, suggesting that the exact shape of the bundle is crucial for the normal function of the hair cell ([@bib16]). Mammalian auditory hair cells do not regenerate and, therefore, have to maintain their precisely arranged stereocilia throughout the lifespan of the organism. Indeed, recent data show that the actin core is remarkably stable along the length of stereocilia, except for a small region at their tips ([@bib57]; [@bib13]; [@bib38]).

Hair cell stereocilia are interconnected by extracellular 'tip links' ([@bib43]). Sound-induced deflections of a hair bundle modulate the tension of the tip links, which controls the opening of mechano-electrical transduction (MET) channels ([@bib2]). These channels are located at the tips of shorter but not the tallest row stereocilia ([@bib6]). In the resting bundle, the tip links are under a certain degree of tension, ensuring responses to the smallest sound-induced deflections ([@bib25]; [@bib24]; [@bib2]). This resting tension is thought to be responsible for the wedge-shaped stereocilia tips at the lower end of the tip links in shorter row stereocilia ([@bib20]; [@bib28]; [@bib47]). In addition, the resting tip link tension increases the open probability of MET channels, resulting in a continuous influx of Ca^2+^ into the cell through these non-selective cation channels ([@bib11]). This constitutive Ca^2+^ influx is perceived as a potentially deleterious consequence of the extreme sensitivity of the MET apparatus in the auditory hair cells ([@bib7]). However, we show here that the resting MET current also controls the structural stability of the transducing stereocilia in auditory hair cells.

Results {#s2}
=======

Blockage of the MET channels leads to length dysregulation and overall shortening of transducing stereocilia {#s2-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In our previous study ([@bib27]), we noticed relatively slow changes (within \~20 min) of the stereocilia tip shape after breaking the tip links. We observed these changes in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images obtained from samples fixed at different time points after tip link breakage. Therefore, we decided to explore whether these changes of stereocilia tip shape could be initiated by the loss of the resting MET current. We blocked the MET channels with extracellular amiloride or benzamil at concentrations of 100 µM and 30 µM, respectively. At these concentrations, the blockers are expected to inhibit \~75% (amiloride) or \~90% (benzamil) of the MET current induced by hair bundle deflections ([@bib46]). Indeed, both these blockers substantially reduced the entry of FM1-43 dye through the partially open at rest MET channels in both inner (IHCs) and outer (OHCs) hair cells of young postnatal mouse organ of Corti explants ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We also cultured organ of Corti explants at postnatal day four (P4) in the presence of benzamil for 24 hr and confirmed that, after a long-term MET blockage, the MET channels remain inhibited but are still functional ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.24661.003Figure 1.Long-term blockage of the MET channels causes selective shortening of the second and third, but not the first (tallest), rows of stereocilia in mouse outer hair cell (OHC) bundles.(**A and B**) Assessment of MET blockage with MET channel-permeable dye, FM1-43. (**A**) Left panels show maximal projection images of FM1-43 fluorescence in mouse organ of Corti explants immediately after the tissue dissection, in control conditions (top) and in the presence of non-saturating concentrations of MET blockers: amiloride (100 μM, middle) or benzamil (30 μM, bottom). Right panels show reference bright-field images of the same cochlear explants at the focal plane of the hair cell bodies. Data are representative of two independent series. (**B**) Similar maximal projection FM1-43 (left) and bright-field (right) images at the end of 24 hr incubation at 37°C with 30 μM of benzamil (top) and after washout of this drug (bottom). (**C**) Representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of OHC stereocilia bundles (false-colored) in mouse organ of Corti explants cultured for 24 hr at 37°C in vehicle control conditions (top), 100 μM of amiloride (middle), or 30 μM of benzamil (bottom). Right panels show higher magnification images of OHC stereocilia. Arrows point to examples of retracted stereocilia. (**D**) Heights of individual stereocilia in different rows of OHC bundles in mouse organ of Corti explants cultured for 24 hr in control conditions (black; n = 103--120 stereocilia) or in the presence of the MET blockers (gray), amiloride (100 μM, n = 99--108) or benzamil (30 μM, n = 75--80). Error bars indicate mean ± SD. The data are from a single series of experiments (8--17 cells per treatment) with control and drug-treated explants processed in parallel, representative of one (amiloride) and three (benzamil) independent series. (**E** and **F**) Representative false-colored SEM images of OHC bundles (**E**) and quantification of stereocilia heights (**F**) in the first (blue), second (yellow) and third (red) rows of the bundle (n = 40--130), indicating the dose-dependent effect of a 32 hr incubation in the presence of 0, 5.5, 10 and 30 μM of benzamil. Data (4--12 cells per treatment) are shown as mean ± SD. For **D** and **F**: \*p\<0.05; \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001; n.s., non-significant (Welch's *t* tests). (**G**) Percentage of shorter (second and third) row OHC stereocilia having tip links after 24 hr culturing in control conditions (black, n = 632) or with MET blockers (gray, n = 262--527). Combined data from two independent series (7--17 cells per treatment) are shown as mean ± SE. n.s., non-significant (Student's *t* tests). Age of explants **A**: P5; **B--G**: P4 +24--32 hr incubation. Original SEM images can be found in [@bib52].**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.003](10.7554/eLife.24661.003)10.7554/eLife.24661.004Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Blockage of the MET current causes selective shortening of the second- and third-row (transducing) stereocilia in rat auditory hair cells.Representative false-colored SEM images of OHC (left and middle) and IHC (right) stereocilia bundles from rat organ of Corti explants cultured for 24 hr at 37°C in vehicle control conditions (top) or in the presence of 100 μM of amiloride (middle) or 30 μM of benzamil (bottom). Middle panels show higher magnification views of stereocilia from the OHC bundles on the left. The arrows indicate examples of shortened stereocilia. Age of explants: P6 +24 hr.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.004](10.7554/eLife.24661.004)10.7554/eLife.24661.005Figure 1---figure supplement 2.Organ of Corti examinations were limited to the middle cochlear region.(**A**) Montage of a representative SEM image of an organ of Corti explant (harvested at P4 and cultured for 30 hr) and two drawings illustrating the flexible glass fibers used to hold the tissue in place during culturing. The percentage distance from the apex is indicated in four locations, and the arrow shows the region where we performed the high-resolution imaging of the hair cell bundles. (**B**) Representative false-colored SEM images of stereocilia bundles, from the second row of OHCs, after 24 hr incubation in culture medium alone (top) or in the presence of 0.05% of the drug vehicle DMSO (second panel), 100 μM of amiloride (third panel), or 30 μM benzamil (bottom).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.005](10.7554/eLife.24661.005)10.7554/eLife.24661.006Figure 1---figure supplement 3.Quantification of stereocilia heights from SEM images.(**A**) Schematic diagram illustrating the heights of stereocilia to be determined in the first (h~1~), second (h~2~) and third (h~3~) rows of the bundle. (**B**) Quantification of the height of a tallest row stereocilium from two projections (p~1~ and p~2~) measured in two SEM images of the lateral ('back') side of the same hair bundle at different tilt angles separated by *τ* degrees. The actual height of a stereocilium (h) is calculated by solving the system of two equations shown in the box with two unknown variables (*h* and α, the initial tilt angle). (**C**) Alternatively, we acquired several images of the same bundle at different tilt angles to determine the angle at which the tallest row stereocilia are parallel to the EM beam (0° in the illustrated example). (**D**) Next, we calculated the height of the tallest row stereocilia (h~1~) using the equation in the box, where *p~1~* is the measured projection and *τ~1~* is the 'angle of view', that is, the difference between the tilt angle of the acquired image and the angle where stereocilia are parallel to the beam. The technique illustrated in panel D is less time-consuming than the technique in panel *B* and, therefore, it was used throughout the study. However, the key measurements of the heights of the tallest row stereocilia in [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} were reproduced with both measurement techniques that gave identical results. (**E**) Heights of the second- (h~2~) and third-row (h~3~) stereocilia were determined from an image of the medial ('front') side of the hair bundle following the equations in the box, where *p~2~* and *p~3~* are the measured projections of height differences between first - second and first - third row stereocilia, *τ~2~* is the known angle of view determined as in panel *C*, *h~1~* is the height of the tallest stereocilium determined as in panel D, and *d* is the distance between stereocilia rows at the base. The average value of parameter *d* was determined from images taken at an angle where stereocilia were parallel to the EM beam.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.006](10.7554/eLife.24661.006)

Next, we used scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to examine the effect of this long-lasting inhibition of MET channels on the morphology of the hair bundle. Although a small re-shaping of the stereocilia tips was expected based on previous observations after breakage of the tip links ([@bib28]; [@bib47]), we were surprised to discover that both amiloride and benzamil caused dramatic changes to the staircase morphology of OHC stereocilia bundles both in mice ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and in rats ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). To quantify these changes, we acquired SEM images of the same hair cell bundles from different viewing angles (between 0° and ±52°) in the mid-cochlear region ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). Typically, we determined an angle of view to the top of the bundle and obtained at least two views of each side of the bundle (medial and lateral), which ensured accurate measurements of stereocilia heights ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). Our analysis showed that neither of the MET channel blockers affected the height of the tallest (first row) stereocilia in OHC bundles ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left). Of note, similar heights of the tallest row stereocilia were reported in hamster OHCs at the same mid-cochlear location and the same age (P5) ([@bib29]). Furthermore, throughout the 24 hr culturing of the mouse cochlear explants harvested at P4, we did not detect any height changes in the tallest row stereocilia in the mid-cochlear OHCs (data not shown), consistent with previous reports showing that OHC (but not IHC) stereocilia stop growing and reach a plateau at the ages of P2-P4 throughout most of the cochlea except at the very apex ([@bib45]; [@bib29]).

In contrast to the non-transducing tallest row stereocilia, transducing stereocilia of the second and third rows in the OHC bundles exhibited dramatic changes of their morphology after incubation with MET channel blockers ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Especially in response to benzamil, many stereocilia shortened to heights that we never observed in control samples processed in parallel. These results indicate the retraction or disassembly of the stereocilium actin core ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, bottom and [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right columns). The effect of amiloride was similar, but it produced larger variability of stereocilia heights ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, middle and [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, middle columns). Overall, we detected a decrease in the average height of the second- and third-row stereocilia after incubation with either of the MET channel blockers ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of MET current blockage on the height of transducing stereocilia was dose-dependent ([Figure 1E,F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Among the different rows of OHCs in the organ of Corti, the largest effects were observed in the third (the outermost) row of OHCs (data not shown). Notably, the number of visible tip links per stereocilium in OHCs did not change after long-term MET blockage ([Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It is not clear whether these tip links are newly formed links or the same links that slid down. However, their presence suggests that stereocilia shortening after the blocking of the MET channels is likely to occur even in the presence of tip link-generated mechanical tension and other tip link-associated signaling events.

The effects of MET blockers on the staircase morphology of IHC bundles were qualitatively similar to those observed in OHCs ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, IHCs exhibited a smaller decrease in the heights of transducing stereocilia as compared to OHCs from the same explants and location along the cochlea ([Figure 2A--B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). As in OHCs, long-term blockage of MET channels in IHCs did not result in the loss of tip links ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We also noticed the accelerated 'pruning' of the supernumerary (fourth and fifth rows and unranked) stereocilia after MET channel blockers in both IHCs (control = 25.1 ± 0.9 vs. benzamil = 20.4 ± 1.3 supernumerary stereocilia per cell, n = 19--31 cells, p\<0.04) and OHCs (control = 10.9 ± 0.8 vs. benzamil = 6.8 ± 0.7, n = 32--65, p\<0.002). It may indicate that these supernumerary stereocilia express functional MET channels or that the developmentally regulated program of their retraction depends on the intracellular Ca^2+^ concentration, which is expected to decrease after MET channel blockage.10.7554/eLife.24661.007Figure 2.Blockage of the MET channels causes selective shortening of transducing second- and third-row stereocilia but not the tallest first-row stereocilia in mouse inner hair cells (IHCs).(**A**) Representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of IHC stereocilia bundles in mouse organ of Corti explants cultured for 24 hr at 37°C in vehicle control conditions (top), 100 μM of amiloride (middle), or 30 μM of benzamil (bottom). The insets show higher magnification images of the tips of second-row stereocilia. (**B**) Heights of individual stereocilia in different rows of IHC bundles in mouse organ of Corti explants cultured for 24 hr in control conditions (black; n = 80--91 stereocilia) or in the presence of the MET blockers (gray), amiloride (n = 38--48) or benzamil (n = 55--62). The heights of the tallest stereocilia are similar to those reported for the hamster IHCs at the same age and mid-cochlear location ([@bib29]). Error bars indicate Mean ± SD. \*p\<0.05; \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001; n.s., non-significant (Welch's *t* tests). The data are from a single series of experiments (8--18 cells per treatment) with control and drug-treated explants processed in parallel, representative of one (amiloride) and three (benzamil) independent series. (**C**) Percentage of the second-row stereocilia with tip links in IHC bundles after 24 hr incubation in control conditions (black, n = 459) or with MET blockers (gray, n = 163--325). The data from two independent series are shown (12--31 cells per treatment) as mean ± SE. n.s., non-significant (Student's *t* tests). Age of explants in **A-C**: P4 +24 hr incubation.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.007](10.7554/eLife.24661.007)

Besides amiloride and benzamil, a similar retraction of shorter (but not the tallest) row stereocilia was observed in mouse OHCs and IHCs after 24 hr incubation with 30 µM of tubocurarine (data not shown), a larger molecule that also blocks MET channels but is unlikely to permeate through them ([@bib18]). Altogether, the selective shortening of the transducing second- and third-row stereocilia, but not of those in the tallest row, argues against a non-specific action of the MET blockers on the actin core of the stereocilium.

MET-dependent stereocilia shortening recovers after washout of the MET blockers {#s2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we explored whether the observed stereocilia shortening was permanent. We cultured several organ of Corti explants with or without benzamil for 24 hr and, as expected, found retraction of the transducing stereocilia ([Figure 3A,C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Then, we removed the benzamil and allowed the explants to recover at 37°C for an additional 24 hr. After the recovery period, the second-row stereocilia and the majority of third-row stereocilia re-grew and reached the same stereocilia heights as in the control explants that were processed in parallel ([Figure 3B,D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This data suggest that the effects of the MET blockers on the transducing stereocilia are reversible and indicate that the MET current is likely to dynamically regulate the height of these stereocilia.10.7554/eLife.24661.008Figure 3.Transducing stereocilia that have retracted due to MET blockage are able to regrow after drug washout.(**A and B**) Representative false-colored SEM images of mouse OHC stereocilia after (**A**) 24 hr incubation either in control conditions (left) or with 30 μM of benzamil (right), and after (**B**) 24 additional hours of recovery after washout. Arrows down point to retracted stereocilia, while arrows up indicate re-growth. (**C and D**) Heights of second- and third-row stereocilia after (**C**) 24 hr incubation in control conditions (black, n = 83) or with benzamil (gray, n = 95), and (**D**) 24 hr after washout (n = 30, control; n = 38, benzamil). Stereocilia heights are shown as a percent relative to the size of tallest (first) row. Data are from 7 to 16 cells per treatment. Error bars indicate mean ± SD. \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001; n.s., non-significant (Welch's *t* tests). Age of the explants: P4 +24--48 hr. All incubations were performed at 37°C.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.008](10.7554/eLife.24661.008)

MET-dependent shortening of transducing stereocilia begins with thinning at their tips {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the next experiment, we compared the effects of three chemically unrelated MET blockers. We used benzamil, ruthenium red, and tubocurarine, at concentrations of 30, 10 and 30 μM, respectively, previously shown to block 80--90% of the MET current ([@bib46]; [@bib18]). We used a shorter incubation period, but, as before, we processed all samples in parallel and imaged the hair cell bundles at the same mid-cochlear location. As expected, the incubation with benzamil, ruthenium red or tubocurarine for 5 hr led to a smaller, but still statistically significant, retraction of shorter row stereocilia in the mouse OHCs ([Figure 4A,B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Although all these chemically unrelated drugs may have different side effects, the fact that they all produced qualitatively similar shortening of transducing stereocilia in the OHCs indicates that such shortening is likely to arise from their common action---the blockage of the MET channels.10.7554/eLife.24661.009Figure 4.MET-dependent shortening of transducing stereocilia in OHCs initiates with thinning at the tips.(**A**) SEM images of mouse OHC stereocilia bundles after incubation at 37°C for 5 hr in vehicle control conditions (top) or in the presence of the MET blockers benzamil (30 μM, second row), ruthenium red (10 μM, third row) or tubocurarine (30 μM, bottom). Right panels show stereocilia at higher magnification; arrows point to retracted stereocilia and arrowheads indicate some examples of thin stereocilia tips. (**B**) Height differences between first- and second-row stereocilia (Steps 1--2, left) and between first- and third-row stereocilia (Step 1--3, right) in OHC bundles after 5-hr incubation in control conditions (black; n = 76) or with MET blockers (gray, n = 58--117). The inserts show the measurement procedure, which traced each stereocilium to its highest point and did not account for the shape changes at the tips. Data are from 7 to 13 cells per treatment and representative of one (ruthenium red, tubocurarine) and two (benzamil) independent series. Error bars indicate mean ± SD. Note that the staircase 'step' measurement procedure requires fewer calculations than the estimation of the absolute height of the stereocilium (as in [Figures 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and, therefore, it is more accurate for quantifying smaller changes in the staircase morphology of the bundles (see [Figure 1---figure supplement 3C,E](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). (**C**) Diameter of second-row stereocilia at the shaft and at several positions near the stereocilia tip in OHCs after a 5-hr incubation in control conditions (black, n = 40) or with MET blockers: benzamil (dark grey, n = 44), ruthenium red (light grey, n = 42) or tubocurarine (white, n = 36). Data are from 3 to 5 cells per treatment and are shown as mean ± SE. For **B** and **C**: \*\*\*p\<0.001; \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001; n.s., non-significant (Welch's *t* tests). (**D**) Representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the upper part of first- and second-row stereocilia from mouse OHCs after incubation for 5 hr in control conditions (left) or in the presence of 30 μM benzamil (right). Notice the actin filaments within the abnormally thin tips of second-row stereocilia after treatment with benzamil. Age of the explants in **A--D**: P4-5.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.009](10.7554/eLife.24661.009)10.7554/eLife.24661.010Figure 4---figure supplement 1.MET current regulates the shape of the tips of transducing stereocilia in OHCs.(**A and B**) Superimposed contours of OHC stereocilia tips (n = 14--18 individual stereocilia per each cartoon, each represented by a thin grey line) from organ of Corti explants cultured for 5 hr in control conditions (**A**) or in the presence of 30 μM of benzamil (**B**). Notice that the blockage of MET channels by benzamil leads to changes in the tip shape of second- and third-row stereocilia (i.e transducing stereocilia), while the tip shape of the non-transducing first-row stereocilia remains unchanged. The contours were derived from SEM images of OHCs (at the same mid-cochlear location and the same angle of view) and were aligned to the point at the very tip to reveal the differences in tip shapes.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.010](10.7554/eLife.24661.010)

The 5-hr incubation with MET blockers also allowed us to explore the initial steps of stereocilia shortening. After this incubation, we observed an increased number of thin and 'pointed' tips in the second- and third-row stereocilia of OHC bundles but not in the non-transducing tallest row stereocilia (*[Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}−arrowheads,* and [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). We quantified these shape changes in the second row of stereocilia, where the effect was most prominent. We found that all MET channel blockers tested produce highly significant thinning of the tips of these stereocilia in OHCs ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We examined the actin core of the abnormally thin stereocilia tips with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in plunge-frozen freeze-substituted preparations. In all these stereocilia (n = 30), actin filaments filled the tips completely, without any signs of 'over-tented' membranes ([Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We concluded that the MET current-dependent thinning of the tips of transducing stereocilia is caused by the remodeling of the stereocilia actin core. In fact, these data also suggest that the actin filaments located at the circumference of the stereocilia core, farther away from the transducer channel, are more susceptible to the blockage of the MET current.

The 5-hr incubation with MET channel blockers affected transducing stereocilia in IHCs to a lesser degree than in OHCs ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These differences between IHCs and OHCs were expected based on the results observed after the 24 hr incubations ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, we still detected statistically significant changes in the staircase 'steps' of IHC bundles after the 5-hr incubation with some (but not all) MET channel blockers ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Despite the larger variability of tip shapes in the second-row stereocilia in IHCs as compared to OHCs, we were also able to detect statistically significant changes in the shape of IHC second-row stereocilia tips after incubation with any of these three MET channel blockers ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to OHCs, we observed the remodeling of the underlying actin core after MET current blockage ([Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) in all second-row IHC stereocilia with abnormally thin tips that we examined by TEM (n = 10). We concluded that the effects of MET current blockage on the shapes of IHC stereocilia tips are less prominent but qualitatively similar to those in OHCs.10.7554/eLife.24661.011Figure 5.MET current regulates the shape of transducing stereocilia in IHCs.(**A, B**) Representative SEM images (**A**) and quantification of height differences between stereocilia rows (**B**) of IHC stereocilia bundles after incubation at 37°C for 5 hr in vehicle control conditions or in the presence of MET blockers: benzamil (30 μM), ruthenium red (10 μM) or tubocurarine (30 μM). Panel layouts are identical to [Figure 4A,B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) Staircase 'step' measurements: control (n = 57), benzamil (n = 62), ruthenium red (n = 52), and tubocurarine (n = 51). Data are from 8 to 12 cells per treatment. (**C**) Heights of the wedged tips (left cartoon) from individual IHC stereocilia in the second row of the bundle after incubation for 5 hr in vehicle control conditions (black, n = 54) or in the presence of MET blockers (gray, n = 59--66). Data are from 3 to 5 cells per treatment. In **B** and **C**: Error bars indicate mean ± SD. \*\*p\<0.01; \*\*\*p\<0.001; \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001; n.s., non-significant (Welch's *t* tests). Age of explants in all panels: P4-5. (**D**) Representative TEM images of the tips of second-row stereocilia in IHCs after incubation for 5 hr in vehicle control conditions (left) or in the presence of 30 μM of benzamil (right).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.011](10.7554/eLife.24661.011)

Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels controls the remodeling of transducing stereocilia {#s2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether Ca^2+^ influx is the component of the MET current responsible for maintaining the stability of transducing stereocilia, we loaded organ of Corti explants with the membrane-permeable acetoxymethyl (AM) ester derivative of BAPTA (BAPTA-AM), which is cleaved inside the cell by endogenous esterases. This treatment results in the accumulation of BAPTA in the cell, increasing intracellular Ca^2+^ buffering and limiting any Ca^2+^-dependent effects to the vicinity of the sites of Ca^2+^ entry into the cytosol. It does not affect the integrity of stereocilia links ([Figure 6A,B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, insets), because micromolar concentration of BAPTA-AM outside of the cell is not sufficient to significantly decrease the millimolar concentration of extracellular Ca^2+^. In both OHCs and IHCs, intracellular BAPTA resulted in the appearance of the abnormally thin tips in the second but not the tallest row stereocilia ([Figure 6A--D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) as well as the shortening of many transducing second- and third-row stereocilia ([Figure 6E,F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to our results with extracellular MET blockers, the effects of intracellular BAPTA on the average height of transducing stereocilia were more prominent in OHCs than in IHCs ([Figure 6E,F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This stereocilia remodeling after BAPTA-AM cannot be attributed to the loss of MET current because intracellular BAPTA does not block this current or change the resting open probability of MET channels in either OHCs or IHCs, even at a very large concentration of 10 mM ([@bib41]). However, the intracellular BAPTA should decrease the size of the Ca^2+^'hotspot' at the point of Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels ([Figure 6G](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). A steeper Ca^2+^ gradient inside the stereocilium would decrease the Ca^2+^ concentration experienced by the peripheral actin filaments, causing their preferential retraction or disassembly ([Figure 6G](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrows) and resulting in a 'pointed' shape at the tips of second-row stereocilia in both OHCs ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and IHCs ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). A similar mechanism may shape the tips of the second-row stereocilia in OHCs and IHCs in the presence of nearly saturating (but not completely blocking) concentrations of MET blockers ([Figures 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to the second-row stereocilia, tip shape changes were barely noticeable in the significantly shorter third-row OHC stereocilia after intracellular BAPTA ([Figure 6A,B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) or after MET channel blockage ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). However, even in these stereocilia, we observed similar shortening after both treatments ([Figures 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, right panels). We concluded that, similar to the MET blockers, the increase of intracellular Ca^2+^ buffering can initiate the remodeling and shortening of transducing stereocilia in auditory hair cells. Therefore, the stability of the transducing shorter row stereocilia in the auditory hair cells may be controlled by the Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels that are partially open at rest.10.7554/eLife.24661.012Figure 6.Increased intracellular Ca^2+^ buffering leads to thinning and shortening of transducing stereocilia in mouse auditory hair cells.(**A and B**) SEM images of mouse OHC (left and middle) and IHC (right) stereocilia bundles after incubation for 1 hr (**A**) or 5 hr (**B**) at 37°C in vehicle-control conditions (top) or in the presence of 20 μM of the membrane-permeable BAPTA-AM (bottom). Middle panels and insets show higher magnification images of OHC and IHC stereocilia, respectively. Arrowheads indicate examples of stereocilia with abnormally thin tips. (**C and D**) Stereocilia diameter at the shaft and at several regions near the tip in second-row stereocilia from OHCs (**C**) and IHCs (**D**) cultured in vehicle-control conditions (black) or with BAPTA-AM (gray) for 1 hr or 5 hr (n = 41--47). Data are from 3 to 4 cells per treatment and are shown as mean ± SE. (**E and F**) Height differences between the first and second (left), and first and third (right) rows of stereocilia in OHCs (**E**) or IHCs (**F**) cultured in vehicle-control conditions (black, n = 54--60, OHCs; n = 40--52, IHCs) or with BAPTA-AM for 1 hr or 5 hr (gray; n = 78--85, OHCs; n = 64--79, IHCs). Insert cartoons in *E* clarify that we measured the length of a stereocilium to its highest point and did not account for the shape changes at the tips. Data are from 8 to 10 cells per treatment. Error bars indicate mean ± SD. For **C--F**: Data shown are from a single series of experiments, representative of three independent series. \*\*p\<0.01; \*\*\*p\<0.001; \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001; n.s., non-significant (Welch's *t* tests). Age of explants in **A--F**: P4 plus 1 or 5 hr of culturing. (**G**) Schematic diagram illustrating the intracellular Ca^2+^ gradient at the tip of a transducing stereocilium. Higher Ca^2+^ concentrations near the MET channel might prevent actin remodeling, while actin filaments further away from the channel might be more susceptible to depolymerization or other types of remodeling due to low Ca^2+^ concentration.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.012](10.7554/eLife.24661.012)10.7554/eLife.24661.013Figure 6---figure supplement 1.Remodeling of transducing stereocilia initiated by changes in extracellular Ca^2+^ concentration.(**A**) SEM images of OHC stereocilia bundles after 1 hr incubations in control DMEM with 1.8 mM CaCl~2~ (top) or in BAPTA-buffered DMEM to lower the Ca^2+^ concentration to \~ 100 μM (bottom). Right panels show higher magnification images of OHC stereocilia. Arrows point to shortened stereocilia and arrowheads to stereocilia with abnormally thin tips. (**B**) Height differences between stereocilia rows (as indicated in the cartoons) from OHCs incubated for 1 hr in normal (black, n = 55) or low (gray, n = 44) Ca^2+^ conditions. Data are from 3 to 7 cells per treatment. Error bars indicate mean ± SD. (**C**) SEM images of IHC stereocilia bundles after incubations for 1 hr in normal cell culture medium (top) or supplemented with 5 mM (middle) and 10 mM (bottom) CaCl~2~. (**D**) Diameter of second-row stereocilia at the shaft and at several regions near the tip from IHCs cultured in control conditions (black, n = 17) or in high extracellular Ca^2+^ (light and dark gray, n = 19--25). Data are from 2 to 3 cells per treatment and shown as mean ± SEM. For **B** and **D**: \*p\<0.05; \*\*p\<0.01; \*\*\*p\<0.001; \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001 (Welch's *t* tests). Age of explants: P4 + 1 hr in culture at 37°C.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.013](10.7554/eLife.24661.013)

To study whether the remodeling of transducing stereocilia could be initiated by changes in the concentration of extracellular Ca^2+^, we cultured organ of Corti explants at 37°C for 1 hr in extracellular media with different concentrations of free Ca^2+^. Low extracellular Ca^2+^ decreases the concentration of free Ca^2+^ inside the auditory hair cell stereocilia, while high extracellular Ca^2+^ increases it ([@bib7]), despite inhibition of MET channels in these cells by Ca^2+^ ions ([@bib31]). We observed shortening of transducing stereocilia in the OHCs cultured in low extracellular Ca^2+^ ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}) and thickening of the tips of second-row stereocilia in the IHCs cultured in high extracellular Ca^2+^ ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). With these very short incubations, we were not able to detect statistically significant effects of high extracellular Ca^2+^ in OHCs and low extracellular Ca^2+^ in IHCs. Longer incubations were damaging to the hair cells (data not shown). We concluded that stereocilia remodeling may be initiated not only by changes in the intracellular Ca^2+^ buffering but also by changes in the extracellular Ca^2+^ concentration around the hair cell bundle.

Stereocilia remodeling after disruption of the tip links {#s2-5}
--------------------------------------------------------

Although it has been previously reported that the loss of a tip link results in remodeling of the wedge-shaped tip of a stereocilium into a round-shaped tip ([@bib28]), this effect has generally been associated with the loss of tip link tension and not the loss of the resting MET current (see for example: \[[@bib47]\]). In addition, all these studies focused on the tips of stereocilia, leaving potential stereocilia shortening uninvestigated. Therefore, we re-examined the effects of tip link breakage on stereocilia shape. We disrupted the tip links with extracellular Ca^2+^-free medium supplemented with BAPTA, as previously described ([@bib27]). After BAPTA treatment for 15 min, we started to observe shortening of the second and third row stereocilia in OHCs, which became obvious 1 hr later ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). At several time points of recovery after BAPTA treatment, quantitative measurements revealed a significant decrease in the height of shorter row stereocilia ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to the effects of MET channel blockers ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the absolute heights of the tallest OHC stereocilia **were** not affected after BAPTA and throughout recovery ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the selective shortening of only transducing stereocilia. However, we did not observe abnormally thin stereocilia tips in the transducing stereocilia of OHCs after the treatment with extracellular BAPTA ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, insets). This is expected because tip link disruption with BAPTA eliminates the MET current completely, in contrast to the experiments with non-saturating concentrations of MET blockers that may result in a Ca^2+^ gradient across the stereocilium diameter and the preferential remodeling of peripheral actin filaments ([Figure 6G](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The regeneration of tip links led to the regrowth of transducing shorter row stereocilia by 6 hr of recovery ([Figure 7A,C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), when \~ 70% of the MET current has reappeared ([@bib27]). Thus, there is only a relatively short time window after BAPTA treatment (less than 6 hr) when the shortening of transducing stereocilia in the OHCs could be detected. A similar but less prominent shortening of transducing stereocilia with their subsequent recovery was observed in the IHCs after treatment with extracellular BAPTA (data not shown). As expected, the MET blocker benzamil inhibited stereocilia re-growth after extracellular BAPTA treatment in both OHCs and IHCs ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that this re-growth is likely to be driven by the recovery of the MET current.10.7554/eLife.24661.014Figure 7.Disruption of tip links leads to remodeling of the transducing shorter row stereocilia.(**A**) Representative false-colored SEM images of OHC stereocilia bundles in mouse organ of Corti explants incubated in control conditions for 1 hr (top), immediately after treatment with BAPTA-buffered Ca^2+^-free solution for 15 min (second panel), and after 1 hr (third panel) and 6 hr (bottom) recovery in Ca^2+^-containing culture medium. Panels on the right show OHC stereocilia at higher magnification. The arrows point to shortened or regrown stereocilia. (**B and C**) Absolute heights of individual stereocilia in the first row (**B**), and relative heights of the second (left) and third (right) rows (**C**), in mouse OHC bundles at different times of recovery after BAPTA (gray) or in control conditions (black). Error bars indicate mean ± SD. \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001; n.s., non-significant (Welch's *t* tests). Data are from 6 to 11 cells per time point and representative of two independent series. (**D**) SEM images of representative mouse IHC bundles before (top left), immediately after treatment with BAPTA-buffered Ca^2+^-free medium for 15 min (top right), and after recovery periods of 15 min (bottom left) and 7 hr (bottom right). Insets show higher magnification views of the tips of second-row stereocilia. (**E**) The height of the wedged tips (left cartoon) of second-row stereocilia (green) and the percentage of tip links (magenta) before (Control) and at 0 min, 10 min and 7 hr of recovery after treatment with BAPTA. Quantifications of the wedged tip size and number of tip links were performed in the same IHCs. n = 33--105 stereocilia (from 4 to 12 cells) per time point. Pooled data from seven independent series, shown as mean ± SE. \*p\<0.05; \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001 (Student's *t* tests). Age of explants: P4.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.014](10.7554/eLife.24661.014)10.7554/eLife.24661.015Figure 7---figure supplement 1.Regrowth of stereocilia after tip link regeneration is inhibited by MET current blockage.(**A**) Representative SEM images of mouse OHC (left and middle) and IHC (right) bundles that were treated with BAPTA-buffered Ca^2+^-free extracellular solution for 15 min and allowed to recover for 6 hr in Ca^2+^-containing medium in the absence (top) or presence (bottom) of the MET channel blocker benzamil (30 μM). Middle panels show higher magnification views of OHC stereocilia from the bundles on the left. The arrow indicates a stereocilium that was unable to re-grow, and the arrowheads point to two stereocilia that exhibit abnormally thin 'pointed' tips. (**B**) Quantification of height differences between first- and second-row stereocilia (Steps 1--2) and between first- and third-row stereocilia (Steps 1--3) in OHC (left) and IHC (right) bundles in the absence (black, n = 32--70) or presence (grey, n = 41--93) of the MET channel blocker benzamil (30 μM). The cartoons on the left show the measurement procedure. Data are from 5 to 6 cells per treatment. Age of explants: P4.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.24661.015](10.7554/eLife.24661.015)

We also re-analyzed our previously published experiments ([@bib27]) to examine the changes in the wedge-shaped tips of IHC stereocilia after tip link breakage. Immediately after treatment with BAPTA for 15 min at room temperature, the conical wedge at the tips of the second-row stereocilia was still present ([Figure 7D,E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). However, within \~10--20 min of recovery in normal extracellular medium and 37°C, the tips of these stereocilia became round ([Figure 7D,E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The wedge-shaped tips of the second-row stereocilia reappeared with the regeneration of the tip links at 7 hr of recovery ([Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We concluded that the previously reported 'rounding' of the stereocilia tips after tip link breakage ([@bib28]; [@bib47]) is consistent with our current results on the MET current-dependent remodeling of transducing stereocilia.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Our study provides the first experimental evidence for the role of the MET current in the maintenance of hair bundle structural stability in mammalian auditory hair cells. Somewhat similar mechanisms were hypothesized to explain the development of the remarkable staircase morphology of the hair cell stereocilia bundle ([@bib51]) or to explain particular mouse mutant phenotypes ([@bib1]; [@bib8], [@bib9]), but they have never been experimentally proved. In this study, remodeling at the tips of stereocilia and their subsequent retraction were observed (i) after treatment with various chemically unrelated blockers of the MET channels, (ii) after breakage of the tip links and associated loss of the MET current, and (iii) only in mechanotransducing shorter row stereocilia but not in the tallest row stereocilia. This evidence strongly suggests that stereocilia remodeling in our experiments is initiated by the reduction (or complete loss) of the resting MET current. Reproduction of these phenomena with the changes in intracellular Ca^2+^ buffering or extracellular Ca^2+^ concentration suggests that Ca^2+^ influx might represent an essential component of the MET current that controls the stability of the transducing stereocilium. However, further experimentation is needed to determine the exact role of Ca^2+^ in stereocilia remodeling.

An important limitation of our study is that it was performed in young postnatal hair cells with stereocilia bundles that are not entirely mature. Unfortunately, it is hard to determine whether the observed MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling is present in the adult auditory hair cells, because the adult hair cells do not survive in culture. However, several lines of evidence indicate that the auditory hair cells in the middle of the cochlea at P4-P5 may demonstrate phenomena that are present in older hair cells. First, these hair cells exhibit well-developed MET current ([@bib53]; [@bib33]). Second, the actin core of stereocilia in these cells seems to be already stable after a period of initial growth, while actin remodeling at the stereocilia tips is qualitatively similar to that in adult cells ([@bib57]; [@bib13]; [@bib38]). Third, this developmental age seems to coincide with the switch of myosin 15a isoforms that underlies the transition from predominant growth to the maintenance of the hair bundle ([@bib17]). Fourth, we observed the MET-dependent remodeling of transducing stereocilia also in rat and mouse OHCs and IHCs at P6 ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} and data not shown). Last but not least, the developmental growth of stereocilia bundles in the mid-cochlear OHCs is already at the plateau at P4 ([@bib29]), while the growth of IHC stereocilia bundles continues until \~P18 ([@bib29]; [@bib40]). Therefore, the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling observed in our study may reflect basic mechanisms controlling the height and the shape of transducing stereocilia after their initial growth.

Ca^2+^-dependent mechanisms of actin core remodeling are likely to operate at the tips of stereocilia, where MET channels are in close proximity to the proteins regulating stereocilia growth ([@bib3]; [@bib6]). It is generally believed that most of the Ca^2+^ entering through the MET channels is extruded at the stereocilium level by the plasma membrane Ca^2+^ ATPase type 2 (PMCA2), which effectively 'shields' a stereocilium from the rest of the cell in both non-mammalian ([@bib35]; [@bib55]; [@bib14]) and mammalian ([@bib14]; [@bib7]) hair cells. The exact gradient of free Ca^2+^ concentration in the stereocilium and, hence, the concentration at the very tip, also depend on mobile and fixed intracellular Ca^2+^ buffers ([@bib35]; [@bib7]). In this study, all experiments aimed to reduce intrastereociliar Ca^2+^ resulted in shortening of the transducing stereocilia or their thinning at the tips, while all experiments designed to recover or increase intrastereociliar Ca^2+^ caused re-growth of transducing stereocilia or their thickening at the tips. Observed quantitative (but not qualitative) differences in the MET-dependent remodeling of stereocilia in the IHCs and OHCs can be easily explained by available data. The expected larger resting Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels in OHCs ([@bib7]) should be extruded more effectively by PMCA2 that is expressed in OHC stereocilia at a higher density than in IHCs ([@bib10]). Therefore, the blockage of the MET channels in OHCs is expected to produce a larger drop in the resting Ca^2+^ concentration at the very tips of transducing stereocilia, causing a more prominent remodeling of these stereocilia in OHCs. In addition, the larger diameter of the second-row stereocilia in IHCs may promote a more prominent Ca^2+^ gradient across the diameter of a stereocilium (see [Figure 6G](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and, hence, produce larger MET- and Ca^2+^-dependent changes to the shape of stereocilia tips in IHCs than in OHCs. It is harder to explain why, after MET channel blockage, the third-row stereocilia in OHCs shorten but do not thin at the tips as prominently as do the second-row stereocilia (see [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Unfortunately, currently available techniques for the imaging of Ca^2+^ transients in cochlear hair cell stereocilia ([@bib6], [@bib7]; [@bib12]) are limited to non-ratiometric imaging (which cannot determine the actual concentration of free Ca^2+^) and are too crude to resolve Ca^2+^ gradients across a stereocilium diameter. There are essential molecules that are expressed differently in the auditory hair cell bundle between the first- and second-row stereocilia ([@bib21]; [@bib17]; [@bib15]) but, perhaps, also between the third and second rows. The latter differences have never been quantitatively investigated in the cochlear hair cells. It is worth mentioning that, despite the remarkable stability of stereocilia, the processes underlying this stability are physiologically vulnerable. Culturing organ of Corti explants at a room temperature of 25°C results in a less prominent MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling and initiates disruption of the hair bundle morphology (data not shown). Therefore, we avoided commonly used techniques for the manipulation of intracellular Ca^2+^, such as the application of Ca^2+^ ionophores or the inhibition of PMCA2, because they could be deleterious to the hair cells incubated for several hours at 37°C.

Our very limited understanding of stereocilia development and maintenance does not yet allow the proposal of a particular molecular mechanism for the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling observed in this study. First, the Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels may have a variable effect on different actin isoforms. The stereocilia core contains both β- and γ- isoforms of actin ([@bib22]; [@bib42]). Although both these isoforms are distributed along the entire length of the stereocilium, variations in the ratio between isoforms are observed ([@bib42]) and, in fact, exposure to noise leads to visible changes in the ratio between these two isoforms at the stereocilia tips ([@bib4]). When bound to Ca^2+^, γ-actin exhibits slower polymerization and depolymerization kinetics than β-actin ([@bib5]). Therefore, Ca^2+^ influx through MET channels may stabilize the actin core and even shift the equilibrium toward filament growth in the areas with an increased ratio of γ- to β- actin. Second, at least some proteins controlling actin dynamics in the stereocilia are Ca^2+^ sensitive. For example, the actin-bundling protein plastin 1 (a homologue of fimbrin) is expressed in hair cell stereocilia ([@bib19]; [@bib50]) and contains two EF hand Ca^2+^-binding sites ([@bib34]). Plastin 1 knock-out mice exhibit progressive hearing loss and stereocilia width abnormalities ([@bib50]). Members of the gelsolin family enhance actin dynamics upon an increase of intracellular Ca^2+^ ([@bib32]; [@bib44]) and are also present in hair cell stereocilia ([@bib37]; [@bib39]). The exact function of these and other potential Ca^2+^-sensitive regulators of actin in the hair cell stereocilia are yet to be determined. Third, the Ca^2+^ influx may affect various myosin motors expressed in the stereocilium, similarly to the proposed effects of Ca^2+^ on the myosin-based adaptation motor ([@bib23]). Particularly interesting are myosin 15a and myosin 3. Both these myosins are involved in stereocilia length regulation by delivering their cargoes, whirlin ([@bib3]), Eps8 ([@bib36]; [@bib56]), Eps8L2 ([@bib21]), espin-1 ([@bib48]) and ESPNL ([@bib15]) to the tips of stereocilia. Some of these proteins---the long isoform of myosin 15a ([@bib17]), Eps8L2 ([@bib21]) and ESPNL ([@bib15])---are expressed predominantly at the tips of transducing stereocilia in mammalian auditory hair cells. Knockout or mutant mice with functional deficiencies in these proteins exhibit selective disassembly of stereocilia in the shortest but not tallest rows of the auditory hair cell bundles ([@bib21]; [@bib17]; [@bib15]). Thus, these molecules are also good candidates for the molecular machinery involved in the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling observed in our study. Finally, the actin-severing proteins AIP1 and ADF are thought to be responsible for actin disassembly at the stereocilia tips and for balancing of the continuous incorporation of new actin monomers to the tips ([@bib38]). Mice lacking ADF or expressing a mutant AIP1 exhibit defects in the hair bundle morphology ([@bib38]) that are very similar to the ones observed after the blockage of MET channels in our experiments. However, it is yet unknown whether AIP1 and ADF deficiencies influence the stereocilia actin core directly or secondarily to the loss of MET current.

Independent of the molecules involved, our data demonstrate a functional link between the resting MET current and stereocilia remodeling. After the initial report on the incorporation of exogenous β-actin into the stereocilia of young postnatal rats ([@bib49]), it was hypothesized that the stereocilia actin core is maintained through the continuous treadmill of actin ([@bib47]). A similar relatively fast actin remodeling was demonstrated in zebrafish stereocilia but without evidence of treadmilling ([@bib26]). On the other hand, several independent groups have now established that in adult and young mammalian and non-mammalian hair cells, the active actin remodeling occurs only in a small (\~0.5 µm) region at the tips of stereocilia but not along their shafts ([@bib57]; [@bib13]; [@bib38]). Our data reconcile these different points of view on the stability of stereocilia actin core, at least in the transducing stereocilia of mammalian hair cells. Apparently, in the presence of a normal resting current through the MET channels, actin remodeling is limited to the tips of stereocilia. However, when the Ca^2+^ concentration inside the stereocilia changes significantly after blocking or unblocking the MET channels, the equilibrium is shifted and stereocilia start to retract or re-grow respectively, expanding the area of active actin remodeling. Interestingly, the areas of incorporation of fluorescently labelled actin to the tips of stereocilia in the second row of IHCs are larger than that in the tallest row stereocilia and vary significantly between individual stereocilia ([@bib38]), similarly to the variations of MET-dependent Ca^2+^ influx into these stereocilia ([@bib6]). Furthermore, deletions in the genes encoding currently known components of the MET machinery*---*TMC1/TMC2 (see Supplemental Figure 4B in \[[@bib30]\]), TMHS (see Fig. 1D in \[[@bib54]\]), TMIE (see Fig. 5A-B in \[[@bib58]\])*---*result in the loss of MET current and changes of the hair bundle morphology that seem to be limited to the shortest but not tallest row stereocilia in the auditory hair cells. These abnormalities are very similar to the changes that we observed in this study after blocking MET channels. Thus, we believe that the changes of stereocilia bundle morphology in these mouse mutants are likely initiated by the loss of the MET current.

What is the physiological significance of the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling? It is unlikely to drive the initial formation of the hair bundle due to the relatively low amplitude of the MET current in the first postnatal days ([@bib53]; [@bib33]) and the rather normal stereocilia bundle formation in mutant mice lacking MET currents ([@bib30]; [@bib54]; [@bib58]). However, this mechanism may be essential for maintenance and/or fine tuning of the staircase shape of the mature hair bundle after substantial MET current has developed. Additionally, our data may represent an exaggerated manifestation of stereocilia remodeling at the stereocilia tips that operates at a faster time scale as compared to the overall changes of stereocilia height. If this is the case, then the MET-dependent remodeling of stereocilia tips may also contribute to processes such as the dynamic regulation of tip link tension.

The dynamic control of stereocilia remodeling by the Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels works in parallel with any other mechanisms that are responsible for tensioning the tip links, such as the operation of myosin-based molecular motors (reviewed in \[[@bib23]\]). Our data indicate that, even after the 24 hr incubation with MET channel blockers and the significant shortening of the transducing stereocilia, the resting tension in the transduction machinery is still present, which allows FM1-43 accumulation inside the OHCs immediately after blocker washout ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, this tension is likely to be essential for the recovery of the MET current and the stereocilia re-growth after washing out the MET blockers ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, it is tempting to speculate that the upward force of myosin motors may eventually determine the exact staircase architecture of a stereocilia bundle, which represents one of the most enigmatic problems in hair cell biology. The height of a transducing stereocilium may be set by a delicate equilibrium between the modulatory influence of the Ca^2+^ influx on actin assembly/disassembly and the rate of delivery of essential molecules to the tip, which is likely to be inversely proportional to the height of a stereocilium. By setting a certain tension of the tip link and MET current at rest, the myosin motors may set this equilibrium at a precise stereocilium height and determine, for example, the final heights of the second- and third-row stereocilia when they re-grow after the washout of MET blockers ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Independent of whether these speculations are true or not, the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling demonstrated in our study is likely to represent an important mechanism for maintenance and repair of the hair bundles in non-regenerating mammalian auditory hair cells.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Organ of Corti explants {#s4-1}
-----------------------

Organ of Corti explants were isolated from C57BL/6 (RRID:[IMSR_JAX:000664](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/IMSR_JAX:000664), Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME) or CD1 (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) wild-type mice (both male and female) at postnatal days 4 (P4) through P6, or from Sprague-Dawley rats (RRID:[RGD_734476](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/RGD_734476), Charles River Laboratories) at P6. The explants were held by two flexible glass fibers (\~1--2 cm in length) glued to the bottom of plastic Petri dishes (Electron Microscopy Sciences) using the silicone elastomer Sylgard (World Precision Instruments). Explants were cultured at 37°C and 5% CO~2~ in DMEM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) either alone or supplemented with 7% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Atlanta Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA) and 10 μg/mL ampicillin (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA). Each experiment was typically performed for at least two to three independent series. Each series consisted of comparisons between tissue samples (organs of Corti) from littermates, including comparisons between the two ears of the same animal (i.e. control vs. treated). All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Kentucky (protocol 00903M2005).

FM1-43 uptake {#s4-2}
-------------

Freshly isolated organ of Corti explants were incubated for 30 s in ice-cold Ca^2+^-containing standard Hank\'s balanced salt solution (HBSS, catalog number 14025, Invitrogen) supplemented with 6 μM of FM1-43FX in the absence or presence of various blockers of MET channels (see below). Then, the explants were rinsed thoroughly with cold Ca^2+^-containing HBSS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution for 30 min. Immediately after fixation, the samples were rinsed with HBSS and imaged. For the recovery experiments ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the organ of Corti explants were cultured for 24 hr in the presence of benzamil (30 μM) and exposed to FM1-43 for 30 s either before or after drug washout. Samples were rinsed thoroughly with HBSS and imaged immediately after. Imaging was performed using an upright Olympus BX51WI microscope equipped with a 40X (0.8 NA) LUMPlanFL water-immersion objective and spinning disc confocal attachment (DSU). In all experiments, the osmolarity of HBSS was adjusted to 310 mOsm with \~20 mM of D-glucose.

MET channel blocking {#s4-3}
--------------------

Freshly isolated organ of Corti explants were incubated (cultured) in FBS/ampicillin-supplemented DMEM at 37°C and 5% CO~2~ for 5--32 hr with or without the following MET channel blockers: benzamil (5.5, 10 or 30 μM), amiloride (100 μM), ruthenium red (10 μM) and tubocurarine (30 μM) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The maximum concentrations used were chosen based on previously reported dose-response curves in order to block 75--90% of the MET current ([@bib46]; [@bib18]) and to minimize potential deleterious effects of these drugs during long-term incubations. The control explants were incubated in parallel in the same medium but without drugs, except for the vehicle control for benzamil that included 0.05% of DMSO (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). The samples treated for 5 hr were briefly rinsed with HBSS and fixed immediately after incubation. After long incubations for 24--32 hr, the samples were first placed in HBSS (with or without the same MET blocker that was used in the experiment) and observed with an upright microscope (E600FN, Nikon). The fibrous material from tectorial membrane outgrowth was gently removed with a \~2--4 µm suction pipette mounted on a micromanipulator (MHW-3, Narishige, Tokyo, Japan). Then, the explants were fixed for electron microscopy.

Disruption of tip links {#s4-4}
-----------------------

Freshly isolated mouse organ of Corti explants were first rinsed with standard HBSS. Next, the explants were incubated for 15 min at room temperature in Ca^2+^-free HBSS (catalog number 14175, Invitrogen) supplemented with 5 mM of Ca^2+^ chelator, 1,2-bis(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N\',N\'-tetraacetic acid, BAPTA (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.5 mM or 0.9 mM of Mg^2+^. After incubation, the explants were rinsed with the standard Ca^2+^-containing HBSS and allowed to recover in FBS/ampicillin-supplemented DMEM at 37°C and 5% CO~2~ for different periods of time up to 6 hr. At the end of the recovery period or immediately after incubation with BAPTA, the explants were fixed for electron microscopy (see below).

Alterations of intracellular Ca^2+^ buffering {#s4-5}
---------------------------------------------

The membrane-permeable Ca^2+^ chelator BAPTA-AM (Molecular Probes) was pre-mixed with a 20% Pluronic F-127 solution in DMSO (Molecular Probes). Freshly isolated P4 mouse organ of Corti explants were incubated in FBS/ampicillin-supplemented DMEM at 37°C and 5% CO~2~ for 1 to 5 hr in the presence of 20 μM BAPTA-AM (in Pluronic/DMSO) or in vehicle control conditions (0.1% of the Pluronic/DMSO solution). At the end of the incubation, the explants were rinsed with standard HBSS and placed in cold fixative.

Alterations of extracellular Ca^2+^ concentrations {#s4-6}
--------------------------------------------------

Freshly isolated P4 mouse organ of Corti explants were fixed after 1 hr incubation at 37°C and 5% CO~2~. Longer incubations, especially with high extracellular Ca^2+^, were found to be deleterious to the hair cells. Some explants were incubated in DMEM alone (\~1.8 mM Ca^2+^) or in DMEM supplemented with 1.7 mM BAPTA to lower the free Ca^2+^ concentration (\~100 μM Ca^2+^). Other explants were incubated in FBS/ampicillin-supplemented DMEM, alone (\~1.85 mM Ca^2+^) or supplemented with 5 mM CaCl~2~ (\~6.85 mM Ca^2+^) or 10 mM CaCl~2~ (\~11.85 mM Ca^2+^).

Scanning electron microscopy {#s4-7}
----------------------------

Organ of Corti explants were fixed for at least 2 hr in a mixture of 3% PFA and 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4 (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) supplemented with 2 mM of CaCl~2~ (Sigma-Aldrich). The samples were rinsed with distilled water, dehydrated through a graded series of ethanol, critical point dried from liquid CO~2~ (EMS 850, Electron Microscopy Sciences), sputter-coated with 5-nm platinum (Q150T, Quorum Technologies, Guelph, Canada), and imaged with a field-emission scanning electron microscope (Helios Nanolab 660, FEI, Hillsboro, OR). To avoid damage of the sample with the electron beam, imaging was performed at a small working distance (\~4 mm), which improved signal-to-noise ratio and allowed the use of smaller apertures. To accurately quantify the height of individual stereocilia in the different rows of a hair bundle, we obtained images of the same bundle from different angles, including views from the lateral ('back') and medial ('front') sides of the bundle. [Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"} describes the methods of quantification. Samples with any signs of failed SEM preparation were discarded. These signs include: (i) fused or curved stereocilia due to encountering surface tension; (ii) lack of tip links in the untreated control samples; and (iii) mounting errors that would not allow imaging of the same bundle from the 'front' and 'back' sides. Measurements were performed by an examiner blind to the experimental conditions using ImageJ (RRID:[SCR_003070](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_003070)).

Tip link count {#s4-8}
--------------

A 'tip' link was defined as a link that extends obliquely from the top of a lower row stereocilium to the side of a taller stereocilium in the direction of mechanosensitivity of the bundle. Any other link originating at the hemisphere of the tip of a shorter stereocilium was not considered as a tip link. See ([@bib27]) for more details.

Transmission electron microscopy {#s4-9}
--------------------------------

Organ of Corti explants were fixed overnight in 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.15 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) at 4°C, rinsed thoroughly with sodium cacodylate buffer, and post-fixed for 1 hr in 1% tannic acid. Then, the samples were rinsed with distilled water and cryoprotected by overnight incubations in 5, 10 and 30% glycerol solutions. The explants were then placed on 3 mm copper grids and plunge frozen in liquid Freon before being transferred to 1% uranyl acetate in methanol at −90°C in a Leica EM AFS2 freeze substitution machine. Methanol was exchanged for Lowicryl HM-20 resin and polymerized by long-wave UV radiation. All reagents were obtained from Electron Microscopy Sciences. The resin blocks were trimmed on an ultramicrotome (UC6, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) and then milled with a focused ion beam and imaged in 'Slice and View' mode with a backscattered electron detector using the FEI Helios 660 Nanolab system.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Mechanotransduction current is essential for stability of the transducing stereocilia in mammalian auditory hair cells\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Reviewing Editor (Jeremy Nathans) and Richard Aldrich as the Senior Editor.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission. Three experts reviewed your manuscript, and their assessments, together with my own, form the basis of this letter. I am including the three reviews at the end of this letter, as there are specific and useful suggestions in them. As you will see, all of the reviewers were impressed with the importance and novelty of your work.

*Reviewer \#1:*

This is a compelling contribution from the Frolenkov laboratory. It has been speculated for some time that mechanotransduction in hair cells might be critical to regulate hair bundle morphogenesis. However, clear experimental evidence for this model has been lacking. As outlined in the Discussion of this manuscript, there has also been substantial controversy regarding the stability of the actin filaments in hair cells with some reports providing evidence for treadmilling of actin within stereocilia, while others provided evidence that actin dynamics might be more restricted to tips of stereocilia. It has been speculated that treadmilling is perhaps obvious during development but not in mature stereocilia.

The manuscript by Velez-Ortega provides insights on the effect of transduction on stereocilia and on actin stability. Recent studies of hair cells in mice lacking functional transduction channels already suggested that the typical staircase pattern of stereocilia can be established during development even without functional transduction channels. However, closer inspection of the images in the published manuscripts suggests that stereocilia are not absolutely normal and some indication of shrinkage at tips could be observed (this was not emphasized in the manuscript and it was not their focus). The current study now demonstrates that pharmacological block of transducer channels or breakage of tip links leads to shortening of the stereocilia at their tips. Significantly, the shortening is only observed in the second and third row of stereocilia that contain mechanotransduction channels but not in the first row that does not contain transduction channels. Some data are provided that are consistent with the view that calcium might play a role in remodeling stereocilia following block of transduction.

I would like to raise several points for consideration:

1\) The data are nicely presented and quantified but I think the role of calcium is somewhat speculative and overemphasized. The abstract states that constitutive calcium influx is essential for stereocilia stability. The paragraph on calcium regulation in the Results section is full of speculations. I think it is prudent to have statement like: \"the data suggest that calcium influx through the transduction channel might be important\" but the data on this point are soft. It would take substantially more experimentation (most of which seems currently technically not feasible) to reach the conclusion that calcium flux through the channel drive remodeling of stereocilia.

2)The authors write in several places that it is very likely that calcium influx affects the actin core of stereocilia. However, I think to demonstrate this would take further experimentation. Clearly, actin is remodeled but we do not know what the primary target of regulation is or even if calcium is the major drive. Perturbations of calcium lead to milder effects compared to perturbations of transduction. Of course, it is hard to imagine how changes in stereociliary length could occur without changes in actin. However, we do not know what the mechanistic link is. The Discussion nicely highlights several possibilities but short of experimental data this statement related to actin are prudent for the Discussion but not for other parts of the manuscript.

3\) It would be nice if some experiments could be included that investigate actin more directly. Rearrangements in actin could be observed in hair cells expressing actin-GFP. Is there movement of actin throughout the bundle or just at the tips when transducer channels are pharmacologically blocked? Or do the authors have a good argument that these experiments are technically not feasible at this point?

4\) The authors mention that similar phenomena have been observed in mice with mutations in TMC/LHFP5/TMIE. An analysis of one of the mutants would be a great addition to the manuscript supporting pharmacological evidence with genetic evidence.

5\) The explants were cultured for 24 hours in the presence of blockers. Do the stereocilia reach at this time point a new length equilibrium or do they shrink further upon prolonged culturing? Is it difficult to extend the culture period in the presence of the blockers (cell survival?).

6\) One limitation of the study is that experiments were carried out at early postnatal ages. Thus, it is not clear whether similar mechanisms maintain hair bundles in adult mice or only during development. This is a limitation of the study. The authors argue around it but I think this needs to be stated clearly without trying to argue that these are mature stereocilia.

7\) One wonders about the physiological relevance of the phenomenon. Are we really looking at a mechanism that is in vivo relevant for maintaining stereocilia length on the long time scale of the experiments? An alternative view could be that the experiments reveal a different underlying physiological process that operates at a much faster time scale. Perhaps increased influx of calcium during active transduction following noise stimulation leads to local changes in actin or its interaction with the membrane that are critical to re-establish tension in the transduction machinery following channel opening thus contribution to adaptation. What is observed here is just an exaggerated manifestation of a different underlying physiological process. May be this could be discussed.

*Reviewer \#2:*

This manuscript from Vélez-Ortega et al. tackles a very topical and interesting issue, for which we still know very little. Cochlear sensory hair cells rely on mechanoelectrical transduction to convey sound information to the auditory afferent fibers. One crucial characteristic of the mechanoelectrical transducer (MT) channel is that it is partially open at rest, such that a depolarizing current flows into the hair cells even in the absence of stimulation. The MT channel is a non-selective cation channel with relatively high permeability, but low conductance, for calcium. Calcium influx through the MT channel is believed to control the extent and rate of channel adaptation. In this study, the authors have proposed that the sustained influx of calcium through the MT channel is also crucial for the stability of the stereociliary bundle. Experimental manipulations that reduced the MT current or affected its open probability, resulted in the shortening and changes in shape of the shorter rows of stereocilia, which are those believed to have the MT channel. The conclusions of the paper are well substantiated by the results. All experiments are well executed in line with the excellent reputation of this lab. I have a few points for the attention of the authors:

As mentioned above, the data strongly support the conclusion. However, I am struggling to link these in vitro findings with the hypothetical in vivo scenario. The staircase-like architecture of the stereociliary bundle is mainly acquired during late embryonic and early postnatal stages of development (up to about P4). However, during this critical period the MT current and the MT channel open probability are absent or very small (onset is about P2-P3 in apical OHCs: i.e. Waguespack et al. 2007; Lelli et al. 2009). Therefore, in the in vivo situation it is unlikely that any calcium will flow into the stereocilia during the time when their precise length and width is established. This seems to suggest that calcium is not required for the formation of the stereocilia. Moreover, recent evidence from the Holt group has shown that in the Tmc1/Tmc2 double KO, in which the MT current is completely absent, the stereocilia seem normal, at least in the apical coil. I wonder whether the authors have any thoughts on how their data can be reconciled with the hypothetical in vivo scenario.

Subsection "Blockage of the MET channels leads to length dysregulation and overall shortening of transducing stereocilia", second paragraph. Some clarification is required about the growth of stereocilia. The authors have indicated that the taller stereocilia reach their final length at about P4. This is in contrast with previous publications suggesting that final length is reached after P12 in both IHCs and OHCs (e.g. Kaltenbach et al. 1994; Peng et al. 2009).

Discussion, third paragraph. The information that the observed remodelling is affected by temperature is interesting and it seems to me to be worth showing.

*Reviewer \#3:*

This is a fascinating and exciting paper that provides firm evidence that functional mechano-electrical transducer (MET) channels are required to maintain the height of the 2nd and 3rd rows of the actin-filled stereocilia that comprise the hair bundles of cochlear hair bundles. The work has been performed to an exemplary standard and is, for the most part, very convincing. Whether or not this is \'the first experimental evidence for the role of the MET current in the maintenance of hair bundle structural stability in mammalian hair cells\' is somewhat debatable, unless one decides that all data obtained from transgenic mice harbouring temporally conditional alleles do not count as experimental evidence. What this paper does show though, and this is novel, is that the shortening of the rows of the transduction competent stereocilia induced by loss of MET channel activity is rapid (and therefore more likely to be a direct consequence of channel block), entirely reversible, and dependent on calcium influx.

There are a few points that the authors may want to consider:

Abstract and Introduction, second paragraph: Whilst Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels open at rest may be considered as \'constitutive\' there are also active ATPases that pump the Ca^2+^ out so is this influx really the same as Ca^2+^ loading?

Introduction, first paragraph: The hair cells in the avian basilar papilla, for example, do not regenerate or turnover unless the hearing organ is damaged and therefore have to maintain their precisely arranged stereocilia for life.

Subsection "Blockage of the MET channels leads to length dysregulation and overall shortening of transducing stereocilia", first paragraph: Do MET channels remain functional after long-term (24h) blockage with 100 μm amiloride?

Subsection "Blockage of the MET channels leads to length dysregulation and overall shortening of transducing stereocilia", third paragraph: Is there an explanation for why the largest effects were observed in the 3rd row of OHCs?

[Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: Labelling of the y-axis: It is not formally shown that these are transducing stereocilia so it may be more correct to refer to these (as in the text) as 2nd and 3rd row stereocilia.

[Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: Is the control IHC bundle representative? This bundle has up to 5 rows of stereocilia, the amiloride treated has 4, whilst the benzamil treated has mostly 3. Are the very short rows disappearing too and are these therefore also transduction competent?

[Figure 4A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}: It may be useful to define, as shown later in [Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, exactly how the height reduction is measured. Presumably the stereocilia with pointed tips indicated by the arrowheads in the benzamil and tubocurarine treated cells are not shortened? Also, the tubocurarine treated hair bundle looks exceptionally hairy. Was this observed in all samples that had been exposed to dTC?

[Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}: The actin filaments and plasma membranes are poorly resolved. Was this image obtained from the milled samples? And were the images in [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} obtained using conventional TEM? Please specify.

Subsection "Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels controls the remodeling of transducing stereocilia", first paragraph: To save the reader having to read the Peng et al. Neuron paper please state whether BAPTA-AM affects the open probability of the MET channel at rest.

[Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and elsewhere: How is a tip link defined? There are often multiple links present at the tips of the stereocilia shown. Are these all counted as tip links irrespective of the direction they are pointing? The 7h post BAPTA treated bundle shown in the lower right hand panel of part D has remarkably few tip links and does not look representative of the data shown in the bar graph below.

[Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}: This is a very pleasing and informative figure.

Subsection "Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels controls the remodeling of transducing stereocilia", last paragraph: Are long term (up to 1h) changes in the extracellular calcium around cochlear OHC hair bundles likely to occur in vivo and if so under what conditions? This may be something that could be discussed or mentioned briefly at this point.

Subsection "Stereocilia remodeling after disruption of the tip links", first paragraph: Is there an explanation for this? Are the MET blockers simply more efficient than extracellular BAPTA? Or does this mean that stereocilia can shorten without first getting thinner at their tips?

Subsection "Stereocilia remodeling after disruption of the tip links", last paragraph: Would these re-analysed data also be consistent with some element of tension being provided by the tips links climbing up the stereocilium?

[Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} onward use a measurement of stereocilia steps as opposed to heights. Is there a reason for this?

The Discussion is rather long and very speculative. Many possible mechanisms and molecules are suggested to be involved none of which have been tested. Surprisingly there is no discussion of what determines the final height of the 2nd and 3rd rows when they recover from transient MET channel block.

Discussion, fifth paragraph: Only one of the three papers cited, the Xiong et al. paper describing the Tmhs-/- mouse, appears to provide evidence for changes in the length in the transducing but not the tallest row of stereocilia. The stereocilia in the third row appears mainly to shorten, but the range of stereocilia steps between the first and second rows and second and third rows becomes extremely variable, suggesting some in the 1st and 2nd rows are shrinking and/or others may even be getting longer (see Figure S1 in Xiong et al., 2012; but note that the step size is unlikely to be in mm as stated).

Subsection "Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)": graded not grated;delete \'of\' from \'5 nm of platinum\'.

10.7554/eLife.24661.019

Author response

*Reviewer \#1:*

*\[...\] I would like to raise several points for consideration:*

*1) The data are nicely presented and quantified but I think the role of calcium is somewhat speculative and overemphasized. The abstract states that constitutive calcium influx is essential for stereocilia stability. The paragraph on calcium regulation in the Results section is full of speculations. I think it is prudent to have statement like: \"the data suggest that calcium influx through the transduction channel might be important\" but the data on this point are soft. It would take substantially more experimentation (most of which seems currently technically not feasible) to reach the conclusion that calcium flux through the channel drive remodeling of stereocilia.*

Following the reviewer's comment, we have softened our conclusions stating that "Ca^2+^ influx might represent an essential component of the MET current that controls the stability of the transducing stereocilium. However, further experimentation is needed to determine the exact role of Ca^2+^ in stereocilia remodeling." We re- phrased also relevant descriptions of the Results to eliminate a few unnecessary speculative statements and to soften our intermediate conclusions on the role of Ca^2+^.

*2)The authors write in several places that it is very likely that calcium influx affects the actin core of stereocilia. However, I think to demonstrate this would take further experimentation. Clearly, actin is remodeled but we do not know what the primary target of regulation is or even if calcium is the major drive. Perturbations of calcium lead to milder effects compared to perturbations of transduction. Of course, it is hard to imagine how changes in stereociliary length could occur without changes in actin. However, we do not know what the mechanistic link is. The Discussion nicely highlights several possibilities but short of experimental data this statement related to actin are prudent for the Discussion but not for other parts of the manuscript.*

As suggested by the reviewer, we have removed mentioning of actin remodeling from the Results section, except in the description of the experiments that explore stereocilia actin directly, i.e. TEM imaging. We do agree with the reviewer that it is hard to imagine how changes in stereociliary length could occur without changes in actin and, therefore, we keep this idea in the manuscript.

*3) It would be nice if some experiments could be included that investigate actin more directly. Rearrangements in actin could be observed in hair cells expressing actin-GFP. Is there movement of actin throughout the bundle or just at the tips when transducer channels are pharmacologically blocked? Or do the authors have a good argument that these experiments are technically not feasible at this point?*

We do consider using transgenic mice expressing β-actin-GFP as well as using other mouse mutant models lacking different stereocilia proteins that might be involved in the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling (see our Discussion). It is worth mentioning though one technical issue. The individual 2^nd^ and 3^rd^row stereocilia in the outer hair cells are hard to resolve by fluorescent microscopy. Meanwhile, those are the stereocilia where we see the most prominent MET-dependent remodeling.

*4) The authors mention that similar phenomena have been observed in mice with mutations in TMC/LHFP5/TMIE. An analysis of one of the mutants would be a great addition to the manuscript supporting pharmacological evidence with genetic evidence.*

We do agree that it would be nice to confirm our results in a genetic model that has disrupted mechanotransduction without any other effects on the structural proteins in the stereocilium. Unfortunately, the absence of additional effects on stereocilia proteins cannot be guaranteed for any currently available genetic model, including TMC/LHFP5/TMIE knockouts. Therefore, we believe that including these model(s) may actually decrease the convincing power of our study. The only thing that we could say is that the stereocilia phenotype in these mutant models is consistent with stereocilia remodeling after MET blockage. Therefore, we included more details referencing the exact figures in the published manuscripts that illustrate the changes of the hair bundle morphology in mice lacking TMC, LHFP5 and TMIE (see Discussion, fifth paragraph).

*5) The explants were cultured for 24 hours in the presence of blockers. Do the stereocilia reach at this time point a new length equilibrium or do they shrink further upon prolonged culturing? Is it difficult to extend the culture period in the presence of the blockers (cell survival?).*

In a few instances, we cultured the explants for 48 hours and observed further shortening or even disappearance of 2^nd^ and 3^rd^row stereocilia in outer hair cells in the presence of the blockers. However, the reviewer is right, the hair cell survival issue does complicate any experiments with prolonged culturing.

*6) One limitation of the study is that experiments were carried out at early postnatal ages. Thus, it is not clear whether similar mechanisms maintain hair bundles in adult mice or only during development. This is a limitation of the study. The authors argue around it but I think this needs to be stated clearly without trying to argue that these are mature stereocilia.*

We do agree that it is important to state clearly all limitations of our study. However, we also think that it is important to provide the arguments in favor of the idea that the observed phenomena may reflect basic mechanisms controlling the height and the shape of transducing stereocilia in mature bundles. Therefore, we re-phrased the relevant part of the Discussion as follows, "An important limitation of our study is that it was performed in young postnatal hair cells with stereocilia bundles that are not entirely mature. \[...\] Therefore, the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling observed in our study may reflect basic mechanisms controlling the height and the shape of transducing stereocilia after their initial growth."

*7) One wonders about the physiological relevance of the phenomenon. Are we really looking at a mechanism that is in vivo relevant for maintaining stereocilia length on the long time scale of the experiments? An alternative view could be that the experiments reveal a different underlying physiological process that operates at a much faster time scale. Perhaps increased influx of calcium during active transduction following noise stimulation leads to local changes in actin or its interaction with the membrane that are critical to re-establish tension in the transduction machinery following channel opening thus contribution to adaptation. What is observed here is just an exaggerated manifestation of a different underlying physiological process. May be this could be discussed.*

We have clarified our view on the physiological significance of the observed phenomenon in the Discussion as follows, "What is the physiological significance of the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling? \[...\] If this is the case, then the MET-dependent remodeling of stereocilia tips may also contribute to processes such as the dynamic regulation of tip link tension"

*Reviewer \#2:*

*\[...\] As mentioned above, the data strongly support the conclusion. However, I am struggling to link these in vitro findings with the hypothetical in vivo scenario. The staircase-like architecture of the stereociliary bundle is mainly acquired during late embryonic and early postnatal stages of development (up to about P4). However, during this critical period the MT current and the MT channel open probability are absent or very small (onset is about P2-P3 in apical OHCs: i.e. Waguespack et al. 2007; Lelli et al. 2009). Therefore, in the in vivo situation it is unlikely that any calcium will flow into the stereocilia during the time when their precise length and width is established. This seems to suggest that calcium is not required for the formation of the stereocilia. Moreover, recent evidence from the Holt group has shown that in the Tmc1/Tmc2 double KO, in which the MT current is completely absent, the stereocilia seem normal, at least in the apical coil. I wonder whether the authors have any thoughts on how their data can be reconciled with the hypothetical in vivo scenario.*

We have added to the Discussion a paragraph on the potential physiological significance of the observed phenomena. "What is the physiological significance of the MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling? \[...\] If this is the case, then the MET-dependent remodeling of stereocilia tips may also contribute to processes such as the dynamic regulation of tip link tension"

*Subsection "Blockage of the MET channels leads to length dysregulation and overall shortening of transducing stereocilia", second paragraph. Some clarification is required about the growth of stereocilia. The authors have indicated that the taller stereocilia reach their final length at about P4. This is in contrast with previous publications suggesting that final length is reached after P12 in both IHCs and OHCs (e.g. Kaltenbach et al. 1994; Peng et al. 2009).*

We would like to point out that both referenced papers (Kaltenbach et al. 1994; Peng et al. 2009) describe the continuous growth of the tallest row stereocilia throughout P12 and older ages in the *inner* but not *outer* hair cells. In fact, [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} in Kaltenbach et al. (J. Comp. Neurol., 1994) shows clearly that stereocilia bundles of the *outer* hair cells reach their mature height at P2 in the base-middle of the cochlea, at P4 in the apical turn, and at P6 in the very apex. Our experiments were performed in the middle of the cochlea. We have clarified this point in the Discussion as follows, "\[...\]the developmental growth of stereocilia bundles in the mid-cochlear OHCs is already at the plateau at P4 {Kaltenbach, Falzarano et al. 1994}, while the growth of IHC stereocilia bundles continues until \~P18 {Kaltenbach, Falzarano et al. 1994; Peng, Belyantseva et al. 2009}".

*Discussion, third paragraph. The information that the observed remodelling is affected by temperature is interesting and it seems to me to be worth showing.*

We apologize for a somewhat schematic description of the much more complex phenomena that we observed at room temperature. We now describe it as, "It is worth mentioning that, despite the remarkable stability of stereocilia, the processes underlying this stability are physiologically vulnerable. Culturing organ of Corti explants at a room temperature of 25°C results in a less prominent MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling and initiates disruption of the hair bundle morphology (data not shown)". Obviously, these complex temperature effects require a special investigation. However, they are not surprising, having in mind that the height of a transducing stereocilium may be set by a delicate equilibrium between the modulatory influence of the Ca^2+^ influx on actin assembly/disassembly and the rate of delivery of the essential molecules to the stereocilia tips (see last paragraph of the Discussion).

*Reviewer \#3:*

*This is a fascinating and exciting paper that provides firm evidence that functional mechano-electrical transducer (MET) channels are required to maintain the height of the 2nd and 3rd rows of the actin-filled stereocilia that comprise the hair bundles of cochlear hair bundles. The work has been performed to an exemplary standard and is, for the most part, very convincing. Whether or not this is \'the first experimental evidence for the role of the MET current in the maintenance of hair bundle structural stability in mammalian hair cells\' is somewhat debatable, unless one decides that all data obtained from transgenic mice harbouring temporally conditional alleles do not count as experimental evidence. What this paper does show though, and this is novel, is that the shortening of the rows of the transduction competent stereocilia induced by loss of MET channel activity is rapid (and therefore more likely to be a direct consequence of channel block), entirely reversible, and dependent on calcium influx.*

We do hesitate to consider any previously reported genetic models as a direct evidence for MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling because none of them is proven to disrupt mechanotransduction without any other potential effects on the structural proteins in the stereocilium.

*There are a few points that the authors may want to consider:*

*Abstract and Introduction, second paragraph: Whilst Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels open at rest may be considered as \'constitutive\' there are also active ATPases that pump the Ca^2+^ out so is this influx really the same as Ca^2+^ loading?*

We have changed these sentences to avoid the term "Ca^2+^ loading".

*Introduction, first paragraph: The hair cells in the avian basilar papilla, for example, do not regenerate or turnover unless the hearing organ is damaged and therefore have to maintain their precisely arranged stereocilia for life.*

We have changed the wording to remove any logical opposition of mammalian and non-mammalian species.

*Subsection "Blockage of the MET channels leads to length dysregulation and overall shortening of transducing stereocilia", first paragraph: Do MET channels remain functional after long-term (24h) blockage with 100 μm amiloride?*

We have tested MET function after long-term (24h) blockage only for benzamil, because it was important for our "regrow" experiment on [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. However, we see no reasons to believe that other blockers would behave differently.

*Subsection "Blockage of the MET channels leads to length dysregulation and overall shortening of transducing stereocilia", third paragraph: Is there an explanation for why the largest effects were observed in the 3rd row of OHCs?*

No. We are also puzzled by that.

*[Figure 1G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: Labelling of the y-axis: It is not formally shown that these are transducing stereocilia so it may be more correct to refer to these (as in the text) as 2nd and 3rd row stereocilia.*

Corrected.

*[Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: Is the control IHC bundle representative? This bundle has up to 5 rows of stereocilia, the amiloride treated has 4, whilst the benzamil treated has mostly 3. Are the very short rows disappearing too and are these therefore also transduction competent?*

We are very thankful to the reviewer for this question. We quantified the number of supernumerary (4^th^ and 5^th^row and unranked) stereocilia in these experiments. We found that, indeed, MET blockage results in the accelerated "pruning" of these stereocilia in both IHCs and OHCs. For the series shown in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the IHCs cultured in control conditions had 25.1 ± 0.9 supernumerary stereocilia per cell (n=31) while those cultured with MET blockers had significantly lower numbers (amiloride = 16.8 ± 1.2, n=17, *P*\<0.0001; benzamil = 20.4 ± 1.3, n=19, *P*\<0.04). The accelerated pruning of supernumerary stereocilia after MET blockage was also observed after only 5 hours of MET blockage. These results may indicate that the supernumerary stereocilia express functional MET channels. Alternatively, the developmentally-regulated program of retraction of these supernumerary stereocilia may depend on the intracellular Ca^2+^ concentration, which is expected to decrease after MET channel blockage. We have included this finding in the manuscript, see subsection "Blockage of the MET channels leads to length dysregulation and overall shortening of transducing stereocilia", fourth paragraph.

*[Figure 4A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}: It may be useful to define, as shown later in [Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, exactly how the height reduction is measured. Presumably the stereocilia with pointed tips indicated by the arrowheads in the benzamil and tubocurarine treated cells are not shortened? Also, the tubocurarine treated hair bundle looks exceptionally hairy. Was this observed in all samples that had been exposed to dTC?*

The explanatory cartoon in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} has been changed as requested. The reviewer is right, we have measured the distances to the very tips. As to the "hairy" appearance of OHC stereocilia after tubocurarine, this is unlikely to be an effect of the drug -- similar "hairy" stereocilia can be observed in some control samples, see for example [Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}, panel A. Generally, "hairiness" increases with the decrease of extracellular Ca^2+^ concentration but the exact reason for sample-to-sample variability is still unknown.

*[Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}: The actin filaments and plasma membranes are poorly resolved. Was this image obtained from the milled samples? And were the images in [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} obtained using conventional TEM? Please specify.*

While the manuscript has been reviewed, we have obtained better quality images of IHCs. Therefore, we replaced the images in [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Now, all TEM images in the figures of the manuscript were obtained in the milled samples by FIB-SEM. We have corrected the Methods section, correspondingly.

Subsection "Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels controls the remodeling of transducing stereocilia", first paragraph: To save the reader having to read the Peng et al. Neuron paper please state whether BAPTA-AM affects the open probability of the MET channel at rest.

Done.

*[Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and elsewhere: How is a tip link defined? There are often multiple links present at the tips of the stereocilia shown. Are these all counted as tip links irrespective of the direction they are pointing? The 7h post BAPTA treated bundle shown in the lower right hand panel of part D has remarkably few tip links and does not look representative of the data shown in the bar graph below.*

We have added the following paragraph to the Methods section, "Tip link count.A "tip" link was defined as a link that extends obliquely from the top of a lower row stereocilium to the side of a taller stereocilium in the direction of mechanosensitivity of the bundle. Any other link originating at the hemisphere of the tip of a shorter stereocilium was not considered as a tip link. See {Indzhykulian, Stepanyan et al. 2013} for more details"

*[Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}: This is a very pleasing and informative figure.*

Thank you for a positive comment.

*Subsection "Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels controls the remodeling of transducing stereocilia", last paragraph: Are long term (up to 1h) changes in the extracellular calcium around cochlear OHC hair bundles likely to occur* in vivo *and if so under what conditions? This may be something that could be discussed or mentioned briefly at this point.*

We are not aware of any physiological conditions that would result in the long-term changes of Ca^2+^ concentration in the endolymph. There is a recent report from the Fridberger group (PD 48, ARO 2017) indicating the possibility that extracellular Ca^2+^ may be concentrated in the tectorial membrane area overlying hair cell bundles. However, the physiological role of these potential extracellular Ca^2+^ sink is not clear.

*Subsection "Stereocilia remodeling after disruption of the tip links", first paragraph: Is there an explanation for this? Are the MET blockers simply more efficient than extracellular BAPTA? Or does this mean that stereocilia can shorten without first getting thinner at their tips?*

Yes. This is an expected result due to the complete elimination of the MET current after tip link disruption while MET blockers don't eliminate the MET current completely since we used their non-saturating concentrations. We clarified our idea as follows, "This is expected because tip link disruption with BAPTA eliminates the MET current completely, in contrast to the experiments with non-saturating concentrations of MET blockers that may result in a Ca^2+^ gradient across the stereocilium diameter and the preferential remodeling of peripheral actin filaments ([Figure 6G](#fig6){ref-type="fig"})".

*Subsection "Stereocilia remodeling after disruption of the tip links", last paragraph: Would these re-analysed data also be consistent with some element of tension being provided by the tips links climbing up the stereocilium?*

Yes, our data are consistent with the tension provided by the tip link as previously proposed. However, the mechanistic link between tension and stereocilia remodeling has been unknown. Our data suggest this link -- the tip link tension generates Ca^2+^ influx through the MET channels, which in turn initiates stereocilia remodeling. Of course, we cannot also exclude the direct effect of mechanical tension on the stereocilia actin remodeling.

*[Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} onward use a measurement of stereocilia steps as opposed to heights. Is there a reason for this?*

Yes, we clarified the reason in the [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} legend as follows, "Note that the staircase "step" measurement procedure requires fewer calculations than the estimation of the absolute height of the stereocilium (as in [Figures 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}and [2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and, therefore, it is more accurate for quantifying smaller changes in the staircase morphology of the bundles (see [Figure 1---figure supplement 3C, E](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"})." Since all other experiments explore relatively subtle effects, we used step measurements.

*The Discussion is rather long and very speculative. Many possible mechanisms and molecules are suggested to be involved none of which have been tested. Surprisingly there is no discussion of what determines the final height of the 2nd and 3rd rows when they recover from transient MET channel block.*

We did consider different versions of the Discussion. Unfortunately, the only reasonable approach to discussing potential mechanisms of MET-dependent stereocilia remodeling was either all or nothing, since we cannot yet choose one or two most likely hypotheses from the list of possibilities currently described in the Discussion section. To answer the second part of this comment, we expand the Discussion as follows, "By setting a certain tension of the tip link and MET current at rest, the myosin motors may set this equilibrium at a precise stereocilium height and determine, for example, the final heights of the 2^nd^and 3^rd^row stereocilia when they re-grow after the washout of MET blockers ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).".

*Discussion, fifth paragraph: Only one of the three papers cited, the Xiong et al. paper describing the Tmhs-/- mouse, appears to provide evidence for changes in the length in the transducing but not the tallest row of stereocilia. The stereocilia in the third row appears mainly to shorten, but the range of stereocilia steps between the first and second rows and second and third rows becomes extremely variable, suggesting some in the 1st and 2nd rows are shrinking and/or others may even be getting longer (see Figure S1 in Xiong et al., 2012; but note that the step size is unlikely to be in mm as stated).*

Yes, the actual measurements of stereocilia steps were performed only in Xiong et al. paper (2012). However, the published images in other papers indicate similar disruptions of the hair bundle morphology. We now reference directly these images. We also re-phrased the sentence as follows, "Furthermore, deletions in the genes encoding currently known components of the MET machinery *--* TMC1/TMC2 (see Supplemental [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} in {Kawashima, Geleoc et al. 2011}), TMHS (see [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} in {Xiong, Grillet et al. 2012}), TMIE (see [Figure 5A-B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} in {Zhao, Wu et al. 2014}) -- result in the loss of MET current and changes of the hair bundle morphology that seem to be limited to the shortest but not tallest row stereocilia in the auditory hair cells". As to the potential difference between the effects of MET channel blockers and stereocilia phenotype in mutant mice, we already mentioned that none of these mutant models has been proven to disrupt mechanotransduction without any other potential effects on the structural proteins in the stereocilium.

Subsection "Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)": graded not grated; delete \'of\' from \'5 nm of platinum\'.

Corrected (subsection "Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)").

[^1]: Department of Neurobiology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, United States.
